Story Zetu
The Lived Reality Of Girls In The Maasai Community

BACKGROUND
The development and publication of

NAYA identified the development of an

Story Zetu Anthology was made possible

anthology as a creative way to inspire hope,

through the Global Youth Ambassador (GYA)

empathy, urgency, agency, commitment,

Programme. The GYA Programme is an annual

reflection and action on youth SRHR

Learning Exchange Programme hosted by

challenges.

Planned Parenthood Global.
The anthology will be disseminated through
In 2019, NAYA participated in the GYA

forums, meetings as well as through digital

programme by hosting a GYA Fellow from the

and traditional media and will target policy

United States and nominating a GYA Fellow

makers, cultural and religious leaders,

from the organization to visit the United

gatekeepers, partners and young people.

States of America and learn from other

The goal is to increase public support for

advocates.

SRHR as well as to ensure prioritization
of youth sexual and reproductive health

As part of the programme, Planned

and rights through policy development,

Parenthood Global awarded NAYA a grant

implementation and increased budgetary

to implement a programme that would

allocation to healthcare.

incorporate learnings from the Fellowship.
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EDITOR’S NOTE
Evidence-based decision making is at the

This anthology includes short first person

heart of effective advocacy. Before proposing

accounts of teenage girls who have been cut,

changes to laws and policies affecting

married off and barely escaped marriage.

vulnerable populations, one must do the

We also feature the accounts of the youth

grunt work of research necessary to ensure

advocates who have committed their lives

solutions help the most number of people

to eliminating these retrogressive cultural

while remaining efficient and sustainable.

practices in their community.

This means that in much of advocacy work,

We conclude with the stories of two elder

the personal story is seldom heard. Statistics,

members of the Maasai Community – A

trends and patterns often rule the day.

reformed FGM practitioner and a former

Sometimes the occasional anecdote may be

village elder who are now committed to

told to drive home a point, but this is the

fighting a practice they once embraced and

exception rather than the rule.

even championed.

Story Zetu was born out of the need to put

Many of these stories are not to be enjoyed

names and faces to the many lives behind the

but to be endured. It is our hope that they

Sexual and Reproductive Health and Rights

will inspire hope, evoke empathy, create

advocacy work of NAYA Kenya. We chose to

urgency and move us beyond reflection to

focus on our work in Kajiado County, where

action. The publication will also be a critical

we have actively advocated against teenage

piece of evidence for informed advocacy and

pregnancy, female genital mutilation and

decision making in our future advocacy work.

child marriage.
Kajiado is unique because these three

Ngare Kariuki,

issues co-exist in the Maasai Community as
the inseparable trinity of evil facing young

NAYA Kenya

women and girls. In this community, you
cannot have FGM without child marriage,
because the former is the entryway to the
latter. And we all know there is no such thing
as marriage without a pregnancy. Except in
this case, the children are the ones getting
pregnant.
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Miriam Yiamoi Dema, 9
Pupil at Naning’oi Girls Boarding School

My name is Miriam Yiamoi and I come from
Olokeri area. I am the 8th child in a family of
9 children.
Just a few months ago my parents took me
to my grandmother’s place with plans to cut
me. But I ran away the next morning and hid
in the bushes. I was later caught and taken
back, but it was too late to cut me that day so

away and hid in a hole. The man said he went

they postponed it.

to call my father but they never found me.

My parents took me to my intended husband

After walking for many kilometers during the

but I ran away immediately and went back

night, I arrived at Naning’oi school at 6 am.

home. They woke me from sleep that night

The matron took me in and gave me food.

and took me back. I ran away for the second
time but did not go home this time.

My father came to the school the next day to
try to take me back. He accused my mother

Instead, I climbed a tree and slept there.

of inciting me to run. The man who I was

The next day my father found me near the

pledged to cursed my mother and since

tree, took me back home, locked me in for

then my mother has been getting constant

more than two days. I was there for two days

headaches.

without food. I only got a cup of tea after the
second day.

It’s been a few months now and my father
seems to have changed his mind about

On the third day I pretended to go to the

cutting me. I have been coming to school

toilet then ran away again. I bumped into a

since then and going back home. I want to be

bodaboda (motorcycle) rider who knew me

a lawyer and I also want to contribute to the

and threatened to take me back, but I ran

school that saved my life.
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Simaloi Sassi, 11

Pupil at Naning’oi Girls Boarding School

My father has three wives and my mother,

I felt hated just because I wanted to go to

who is the second wife, has six children. Only

school. I love reading a lot. We are so poor

two girls go to school in my family, that is me

and my younger brother has meningitis. This

and my younger sibling.

made my situation even worse because my
father felt stressed literally all the time.

I underwent female genital cutting at the

They were never on good terms with my

age of 9. Since I can remember, my father has

mother even for a day. He always used to

never liked me at all. He always threw harsh

curse us. And the time I underwent the

words on me which made me feel bad all the

cutting he didn’t inform my mother about it

time.

which made the relationship even worse. At
that time, I nearly committed suicide because
of the situation.
I didn’t feel loved by my parents which made
me so angry. I hope the situation will change.
My dream is to be a teacher so that I can
teach young girls on the negatives of female
genital cutting.
My message to other girls is they should go
to school and learn because I’m also learning
to better my future. My message to parents
and teachers is that they should stop female
genital cutting because I wish they knew how
traumatizing the event is.
They are seriously destroying our future. I
know at one point things will change in my
community but after a while because of the
harmful cultural practices and they don’t have
clear knowledge on these dangers of cutting.
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Miriam Reson Mpoke, 11
Pupil at Naning’oi Girls Boarding School

I come from the Oldepe area and I am the

I went through the cut two years ago, when

fifth born in a family of 7 children. All my

I was 9 years old, but this did not kill my

brothers have been going to school since I

dream of going to school. I heard about the

was young.

Naning’oi rescue center from other girls
in the neighborhood. So I planned with my

I wanted to go to school like my brothers but

younger sister that we would go there.

my father said only sons should go to school
while girls should prepare to be married and

One day, while my parents were still looking

take care of the home.

for a man to marry me, I grabbed my younger
sister and we ran away. We ran from Oldepe
to Enkipai, where we went to see the area
chief and explained our situation.
The chief took us to his house. We would
learn later on that he had contacted the
Oldepe chief and asked him to come and pick
us up.
Luckily, this other chief from my home was
empathetic and after listening to our story,
he brought us to the rescue center himself.
I want to be a teacher. I still want to give
back to my parents when I start working
because they are poor and they need money.
I also want to help other girls to go to school
like me.
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Abigail Teronoi Mpeti, 11
Pupil at Naning’oi Girls Boarding School

My father has two wives and 8 children. I

So the third time I ran away I did not go back

come from Entashata village in Arusero and I

to my parents. Instead I hid in the bushes

am the first born child of the 2nd wife.

for four days. I ate leaves and berries and
drank the morning dew. But my sister, who is

I have always wanted to go to school after

married, found me and persuaded me to go

hearing stories from my friends, and I even

back home.

shared my desire with my parents. But my
father said he did not have enough cows to

This time my parents said that my husband

sell to get school fees for me. Also, none of

no longer wanted me back because I had

the children of the first wife were in school.

brought him shame. So my parents married
me off to another man so that they can repay

My father kept making promises about taking

the first man.

me to school when things improved. I would
learn later that he was already looking for a

In this new home I was tortured and abused, I

man to marry me. This was long before I was

was overworked and sent to watch the goats

forcefully cut at 9 years.

and fetch water all the time. It was while in
this home that I heard girls who did not want

After I healed, last year when I turned 10

to be married could run to Naning’oi school

years old, I was taken to my husband’s house.

which rescues girls.

I stayed there for one week but ran away. I
went back to my father’s house.

One day I followed the women to the market,
but they asked me to go back home. I ran

My parents beat me and returned me to the

away into the bushes, and eventually found

man, but I ran away again. They told me I

Naning’oi school at night. When I grow up I

needed to go back because they could not

want to be a lawyer and fight for the rights

afford to return the cows that had received as

of girls.

my bride price.
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Rarai Lolliyo, 12

Pupil at Naning’oi Girls Boarding School
My name is Rarai Lolliyo and I am in Grade

so that I couldn’t go to school but I thank

2. I was taken out of school and was cut at

God he didn’t succeed. I approached the

the age of 8 and it was such a traumatizing

headmaster at my village through my cousin

experience that my mother running away

who was in the same situation. He listened

from home.

to my story, and took me to school at the age
of 11.

My father threatened my mother because
of the incident and there was no safe place

My father clearly wanted me to get married

to take me. One year after I was cut, I was

but my mother was against it. Undergoing

married off to an old man. The man would

female genital cutting and forced child

beat me every day because I did not know

marriage is traumatizing and it will take time

how to do many things.

to get over and I always pray to God to calm
my situation.

Every time I escaped my father used to
ask me if he should exchange me with my

What I want to do with my life is to go and

mother so that I would now be married to my

learn and become a journalist. The message I

own father. I managed to escape and went

have for other girls is that they should make

to my uncle’s place which was no better. I

a decision about their lives and follow their

was beaten and later returned again to my

dreams. Let no one take control of their lives.

parents’ home.
The message I have for the parents and
I told my father I would not going back

elders in the community is that they should

to my husband’s house again. My father

stop female genital cutting and put girls in

at this point decided to arrange for me to

school instead. Parents should bring up their

get married to a different home. I became

daughters in a Christian way and always

traumatized by all these occurrences because

support their dreams. I know that things

I desperately wanted to go back to school.

will change in the community because when

My father did everything possible to

people read my story they will be motivated.

discourage me. He even tried to bewitch me
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Naiputa Rakwa, 12
Pupil at Naning’oi Girls Boarding School
My father has three wives I have 21 siblings

I want to keep studying and progress well and

from the three wives. I am the last born in my

hopefully become a doctor someday.

family and only two of us girls are in school.

My message to parents and elders they

I was booked for marriage at the age of 10.

should stop the act of child marriage. Police

My husband was an old man who used to

should arrest people who defile small girls

beat me every single day if I didn’t sleep with

because it’s destroying their future. They

him. I became depressed.

should also stop drinking and be responsible
people in the community.

I ran away and went to the Naning’oi rescue
school at 11 years. I was so passionate about

My message to other girls is that they should

learning.

take control of their lives and never accept
forced marriage. I think things will change in

My father followed me to my school one day

the community when girls go to school. When

and threatened the teachers to give him his

parents take their girls to school they will

daughter for marriage or else he will bewitch

have a better future.

them. My mother also ran away from home
since the incident and also from the severe
beatings she would get every day from my
father.
I did not want to get married at that young
age because I felt I was still a child. I feel
better now since I managed to escape. My
family were in support of me getting married
except for my mother and that’s why she ran
away.
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Kokoiyan Mpoke, 12
Pupil at Naning’oi Girls Boarding School
I was married before, but my husband and I

I have always wanted to be a teacher. This

have separated. I have 15 siblings and only

is what I want to do with my life. I want to

two girls in my family are in school. I come

teach other girls on the bad effects of child

from a poor background. My father only

marriage. My message to other girls is that

managed to pay fees for my elder brother.

they should go to school and follow in the

My father handed us over for marriage, that

footsteps of other girls in the community who

is me and my sister, when I was 11 years old

have uplifted their families.

and the dowry was paid. I was mistreated
especially by my in-laws. I was beaten

My message to the elders is that they

everyday by my husband because he was

should stop child marriage and female

forcing himself on me.

genital mutilation, and instead keep girls in
school because they will help them in the

My sister and I planned to run from our

community in future.

husbands because we were tired of all that
was happening. We escaped to the chief’s

When girls learn they not only help

home. The chief later took us to the Naning’oi

themselves but uplift their people in the

school which is also a rescue center.

community. I know that things will change in
the community because the word is spreading

My father really wanted us to get married to

on effects of child marriage and female

get money in the form of dowry. This made us

genital cutting and people will wake up.

more upset and I felt he was a selfish man.

The society should end this harmful cultural

The situation was so upsetting and right now

practice to save our girls.

I feel my life will take another turn.
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Jackline Koina, 13
Ewaso Rescue Center

My father has 5 wives and all the girls in

I told ‘mama’ Grace about my situation again,

my family are married except for me and my

we met at the DO’s (District Officer) office and

sister who are in school. My story started

we narrated the whole story. They took us to

back when I was 9 years old. I wasn’t in

catholic rescue center. I then sent my mother

school then.

to confront my father about me getting
married again. I begged him for us to at least

My father wanted to forcefully circumcise me

study till grade 8 and then negotiate about it.

without my knowledge. I was still herding
cattle at the time and one day we went to

At that time my sister and I were not living

transfer cattle to a faraway grazing area. We

at home anymore, we were still at the rescue

were alone with my father and that is when

center. My mother told us not to go back

he said that I’m a mature woman I’m ready to

home at least until we completed grade 8.

get circumcised.

She really had no say in our family and our
situation and so there’s no way she could

This was done late at night. After one week

help us.

he revealed to me that the day has come
to hand me over for marriage because I’m a

My younger sister is now in class 2. My family

grown up woman now. I was shocked I stood

wanted me to get the cut because they

up and ran away because they were bad

believe no woman can get married without

looking old men.

being cut. After all my other married sisters
had already undergone the cutting. I’m glad

My ‘mama’ Grace was the one who helped

I was able to escape marriage even if I have

me and I entered school in the year 2017. My

been circumcised. It is not the end of the

father saw I was serious with my studies and

world I can still study and get a good future.

he agreed to let me learn. However, after a
while when I was in grade 6 he became wild

My dream is to become a teacher and my

again and said I should stop learning and get

wish is that all girls should learn and get a

married.

bright future. I want to help my community by
eradicating female genital mutilation which

We escaped with my sister who was in the

is rampant in our area. I want to help other

same situation. My father wanted to hurriedly

girls with information and I hope my story

make me get married so that my younger

will be an inspiration.

sister could also get married. This is because
according to our custom the younger sister
shouldn’t get married before the older one.
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Jackline Shonko, 15
Pupil at Ewaso Girls Primary School

I come from Nakuru County and I am the 3rd
born in a family of 8 children, four girls and
four boys. I remember one day when I was 9
years old, I was coming from my grandma’s
house and my parents told me that we were
going to host a ceremony because my brother
was about to be circumcised.
It was a joyful occasion. However, what I did
not know is that after my brother was cut, I
was going to be next. I was shocked when my
parents told me this. The women who carry
out the procedure came, sat me down and
told me how important what was about to
happen was.
However, the elderly lady who was meant to
cut me ran late, and so the women told me
to go to bed and wait for the next day. The
cutting lady arrived at midnight and to my
surprise, I was woken up and sent out into
the cold night. The women poured cold water

want to get married and I insisted on going to

on me, sat me down and asked me to open

school. I am against the cutting of young girls

my legs. When I resisted and tried to protest,

because they don’t know what is happening

they held my legs open.

to them and they can bleed to death.

I was cut with a new razor. The cutting lady

I am currently a Standard 8 pupil and a

then poured spirit on my wound and told me

candidate for the national exams.

that I was now a grown woman. The pain was
so unbearable I almost fainted.

I want to be a doctor or a lawyer when I finish
school. I have asked my younger sisters to

Yet, even though I could not escape the cut,

refuse the cut and I hope my parents won’t be

I remained firm in my belief that I did not

as cruel to them as they were to me.
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Grace Reson, 16
Pupil Ewaso Girls

Nobody spoke to me about the fact that I

she threatened to beat me. I asked myself so

would be cut. No one warned me or prepared

many questions since no one else wanted to

me. I was 9 years old when it happened. I am

answer me. Why me? How could I become a

the eighth child in a family of 16 children.

wife at this age? Why didn’t they warn me or
ask me?

One day my mother sent me to fetch water
and afterwards I was tasked with many

When I was healed, I was told that I could

chores. I was kept busy till evening. At some

no longer go back to school because I was

point my mother told me that we were going

ready for marriage. Luckily I had heard about

to host a ceremony and we would have

a rescue center in Ewuaso and that’s where I

guests and that is why she gave me so much

ran one day.

work.
But my mother refused to tell me what was

My parents tracked me down came after me.

being celebrated. At last when she sent me to

They asked for me to be returned. They said

invite our neighbors to the party, I was told

they had already “eaten” and spent the dowry

to say that my sister was getting married and

they received from my future husband. But

that is why we were having a party.

the chief and the center refused to give me
up.

Before I went to bed that evening, I recall
seeing women trickling into our home as

I’ve been here since 2013, I am now 16 years

the sun was setting. I was woken up very

old and almost graduating from primary

early the next morning. The women ordered

school. Sometimes my mother comes to visit.

me not to speak and said they needed to do

My mother has to sneak out to see me. She is

something for me. That was the first time

powerless to do anything else. My father has

I found out I would be cut, hours before it

disowned me and has never visited or spoken

happened.

to me.

I screamed and tried to run but they caught

I am against the cut because it is not in the

me and pinned me down. The elderly midwife

Bible. Only boys are circumcised in the Bible.

entered the room. The other women held me

When I grow up I want to be a nurse to help

tightly and spread my legs apart.

other girls. I have also been actively telling
younger girls here in school not to agree to

After the cut they said I was now a woman.

the cut.

I asked my mum why she did this to me and
13

TWO GIRLS FOR EIGHT CALVES
By Robert Aseda

They are sold to old men for cattle
Two girls for eight calves
Fair exchange for the old men
Terrible trade for Nasieku and Sinet
Their cries and sniffles are muzzled;
The old men eager to pick their possession
Their mothers no source for consolation
“You belong to your husband now Nasieku”
“You are a big girl now Sinet”
They said as they pinned her down and cut her
Pain so searing and piercing;
Her payment for womanhood and belonging
At just 14 years her new life would begin
Her delusions of finishing school firmly shattered
Playing with her friends would now be childish and irresponsible
Her new ‘hobbies’ would be cooking, washing and bearing children
Her silence was part of the deal
The captor would make the rules
The hostage would follow without question;
Only teaching her daughter the ways of her people;
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My name is Selina Nkoile, a 27-year-old
Maasai girl from Mosiro, Kajiado West SubCounty. I am among the first generation
of girls to get an education in my village.
Though born and raised in a society where
majority of women are destined to live a life
of poverty and cultural oppression, my dream
has always been to change this narrative and
the place of women in my society.
I was among the first generation of girls to
ever step inside a classroom in my village. I
believe that education is the only way to a
good future and education is the only way to

Selina Nkoile, 27

an empowered society.
Booked for marriage when I was just nine
years old, I consider myself lucky to have
escaped what looked like the fate of all my
age mates. I remember at the time some
people from a nonprofit came around our
village looking to sponsor girls’ education.
My father changed his mind when he learnt
that he didn’t have to spend any money for
my education, and he allowed me to go to
school.
This was almost 20 years ago. I am who I am
today because some strangers believed in the
value of educating girls instead of marrying
them off for cattle. I currently help fund the
education of girls in my village through a
community-based organization I founded
known as Nashipai Maasai Community
Project.
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The Network for Adolescent and Youth of

to decline and in 2014 responsibility for

Africa (NAYA) has played a significant role in

the institution was formally handed over

shaping me into the young leader I am today.

to the Kenyan government. Naning’oi was

NAYA has continuously built my capacity

soon on the brink of closure. Enrollment had

through various trainings especially on

fallen to below 100. In 2017, women of the

advocacy, developing policy communication

community, and the Naning’oi alumnus lead

materials such policy briefs, position papers,

by me, stepped in to try and save the center.

Meaningful Youth Participation (MYP),

Enrollment is now back up to approximately

Regional and International Mechanisms (RIM)

370 girls, and growing steadily

and so many more.
Our aim is to empower girls and women
It is through all this exposure, capacity

through education, decrease violence, stop

strengthening plus my passion to make

FGM and child marriage. In the immediate

the world a better place for young people,

term, we seek to strengthen security,

especially from my community, that I am now

sanitation and healthcare of the rescue

a grassroots activist taking lead in the fight

centre.

to end Female Genital Mutilation (FGM) and
Child Marriage. I continuously link my role

Security is still precarious for the girls. Those

at NAYA as a Sexual reproductive health and

who have run away from child marriage, are

rights youth advocate with my advocacy work

under constant threat from their ‘husbands’

at the community level.

or families returning to kidnap them away
from their homes.

Through Nashipai Maasai Community Project,
I am spearheading programs that have

Over the years and with the dedicated help of

saved more than 400 girls in my village from

NAYA, we have been able to influence policy

harmful cultural practices while providing

makers, opinion leaders and community

them with equal opportunities to thrive

elders on issues around girls and women

through education in Naning’oi Girls Boarding

rights, sexual reproductive health and rights

Primary school.

of young people both at grassroots and
county levels.

The school so far is the only female-focused
center within a 500 Square Kilometre radius.

I strongly believe that for young people’s

It acts as both a primary school and a girls’

issues to be discussed, they have to be

rescue center.

present, be heard and be given an opportunity
to express themselves and in the end decide

Naning’oi used to be a center where girls

what is best for them. Nothing about us,

flourished. In 2009 however, funding started

without us.
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I come from a community where young boys
are raised up to become warriors. So when I say
that I am also a fighter and a warrior, it often
comes off as odd because my fight is mostly
focused on the rights and the voices of the
youth in my community.
The Maasai community also believes that
age is a sign of wisdom and therefore the

Wilson
Matampash, 27
NAYA Youth Advocate, Assistant

Community Health Officer in Mosiro,
Kajiado West

voices and concerns of young people are often
ignored in community meetings. But this has
not always sat well with me, and I guess this
is largely because my life has not taken the
typical path of my peers in the village.
I studied Community Health and Development
in college and immediately after graduating I
became a volunteer with the Kenya Red Cross.
I always gravitated towards humanitarian work
and I also used to speak up a lot for young
people in my village. I would soon become a
youth leader in Mosiro village, chairing various
youth groups.
I became a NAYA youth advocate through
the Yes I Do project that NAYA had been
implementing in Kajiado West, alongside other
nonprofits. The focus of our advocacy was
to push for the elimination of retrogressive
cultural practices such as Female Genital
Mutilation, Child Marriage and the associated
teen pregnancies.
I have always fought for the voices of the
youth to be heard during chief’s barazas and
school meetings. I felt the youth were always
sidelined in these meetings. I advocated
17

to have youth representatives in these

there are breakouts of diseases such as

meetings.

malaria, measles, cholera. We sensitize them
on prevention and cure for the illnesses. We

Our Maasai culture does not value or include

also go to households in the village, asking

youth voices. Even though my generation is

people how they are doing, and identifying

more enlightened and exposed to the world,

various illnesses.

the elders feel that we are know-it-alls and
we should sit down and listen.

I have also made it my duty to carry out
sensitization and mobilization campaigns

But we always push back. We tell them you

for various community action days such as

cannot send us to school only for us to come

malezi bora (child care), handwashing day,

back and look at you. We have to contribute

and toilet day among others. We work

our ideas. The elders still resist ideas such

with Community Health Volunteers to link

as youth inclusion because they fear we

community members and health facilities.

want to replace or remove them. Despite this

As a NAYA advocate, I have received a lot

pushback, whenever we speak in barazas,

of technical assistance on advocacy for

they are slowly realizing we have valuable

elimination of teen pregnancy, as well as

contributions.

ending FGM and Child Marriage. My training
has made it easier to explain reproductive

As a Community Health Worker, my primary

issues to women and families. For instance,

role is to do “defaulter-tracing”. This is

I am now better able to link many of these

whereby we track down women and other

issues to the reproductive health of women

villagers who have defaulted on taking

and girls.

essential medication for their illnesses or
visiting the health center for reproductive

The work we do is difficult especially because

healthcare. We mainly focus in four areas:

it is not as simple as applying healthcare

TB, HIV & AIDS, Child Immunization, and Ante

solutions to healthcare problems, we are

Natal Care for pregnant women.

also pushing against cultural forces that are
deeply entrenched and have been around

My day to day job is to follow up with

for generations. This is why I have dedicated

villagers to make sure they are taking all

my life and not just my career to this work.

their required medication and attending

believe that true advocacy is the work

the necessary clinics. This is a particularly

of a lifetime, and sometimes it may take

difficult task because many women still

generations for some things to finally and

believe in the traditional practices and some

permanently change.

don’t see the need for immunization.
I also dialogue with the community when
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She was rushed to hospital and unfortunately
she passed on later that night. That’s when
I came to realize that female genital cutting
is not good. Even in the Bible there’s no
passage that says Sarah was circumcised,
only Abraham. It is only done to males and
not females.
The people in the society see me as a traitor
because I stopped cutting and I’m not ready

Leah Mbaira, 57

to go back to where I was. I try talking to
people in churches and especially in seminars
about the dangers of female genital cutting.

Anti-FGM activist, Former circumciser

It’s denying girls sexual pleasures and it’s not
good.

I became a circumciser for girls a very long
time ago. Female genital cutting was the

In the community the main challenge is that

order of the day. I did it to many girls in the

some girls want to be circumcised because

community, even my own children. So how did

of peer pressure even when their parents are

I become a circumciser?

not ready to do so. Those who resist have a
hard time, they are isolated and ostracized.

Clearly I wasn’t chosen by the community but

The cost of resisting is not worth it for many

when they see you’ve circumcised your own

girls.

daughters you already have the experience,
they come to you to circumcise any other girl

There is a need for clear education and proper

in the community.

information on dangers of female genital
cutting.

A woman has to “prove herself” by first
successfully cutting her own daughter. Also

Female circumcision is something we should

most of the circumcisers are also mid-wives

always be ready to say in the open that it is

and I was a mid-wife.

not a good thing. I always talk to my daughters on educating other peers on dangers of

I later became a church member and I

female genital cutting especially in school

remember the church leaders always said

even though they have undergone it.

that those cultural practices should stop in
the community. But I did not stop. One day I

I also regularly tell my daughters not to go to

circumcised my own daughter and she bled

ceremonies where the act is being performed.

so much it was terrifying

This reduces the peer pressure. We should
teach people according to the bible and end
19

female genital mutilation as soon as we can.

Many of them are concerned that women
who give birth without being cut will not
really be women and they are confused about
how to treat them. Our society does not have
alternative ways of looking at women who
have not gone the traditions we believe in.
This is a big challenge.
I still try to explain the dangers of the female
cut to parents. Some agree, but others do

Julius Kinoya, 58

not. Many parents are agreeing because they
see the complications of those who are cut

Former community chairman, Ewaso

during childbirth.
I still face resistance and sometimes it can be

I am a village elder and a former chairman of

a lonely journey, especially for someone who

the community. I find myself living between

was a respected member of the community

two worlds. I once used to be a firm supporter

and a leader. But I am encouraged that the

of the female genital cut. In fact, three of

young girls themselves are also opposing and

my daughters, the oldest ones, have gone
through the cut.

pushing back against their parents.

But I had a change of heart somewhere along

I would like to tell all parents that they
should learn to embrace these new changes.

the way. I saw the challenges that many

Change does not come easy, but it will always

women, including my wives, would go through

come. They will be best place to embrace the

to give birth. The local community health

change before it crushes them. All important

workers explained that these challenges were

social changes have always faced resistance,

because of the genital cut.

but it eventually happens.

I changed my mind and decided that none
of my remaining daughters will go through
the cut. My decision brought me a lot of
opposition because many people are still
stuck in the old ways. This is especially the
case with my peers.
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encountered so far is when an innocent
underage girl was circumcised and married
off at just 10years! This and many similar
situations made it not only wise but also
urgent to educate my community about the
retrogressive practices.
I am grateful for the training received
through NAYA as I am better able to
articulate the issues for my people. The state

Peter Rampei
Lenkume, 25

of Reproductive health in our community is
pathetic as it is controlled by culture and
Maasai customs where women do not have
rights in the society.

EDUCATION: Diploma in purchasing and
supply chain management

Neither do many of these women know about
family planning nor are they involved in
decision making regarding the family. Other

I got into advocacy after I briefly interacted

barriers in accessing substantial reproductive

with the Network for Adolescent and Youth

health services include lack of knowledge and

of Africa (NAYA) when they visited my village

far off facilities that can help women when

in Olomayiana West. I immediately fell in

health problems develop.

love with their vision and became passionate
about their work.

It is quite pathetic since the government is
totally doing nothing about their situation.

The specific issues that led me into Sexual

That is why I decided to get attached to NAYA

Reproductive and Health Rights advocacy are

so that once I get the knowledge about SRHR,

namely: Teenage Pregnancy, Female Genital

I can cascade it down to the community.

Mutilation, and Child Marriage.

I would wish that the government gives us

Sadly, these issues are rampant in our area

full support through provision of required

and being one of the more educated members

facilities, services and commodities to

of my community, I feel it is the right time to

cater for SRHR needs and support the NGOs

awaken the rest of my people.

working on these issues so that we all
positively embrace Reproductive Health.

The saddest experience I have ever
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The parents who take back their girls usually
promise to take them back to school and then
they are allowed to take them back home. My
hope is that they will keep their promises.
My worst experience in advocacy happened
when parents of some girls who were taken
back home failed to honor their agreement
and married them off.
For my Maasai community, family planning

Susan Sanchoine
Murkuku, 23

is one reproductive health and rights issue
that many people are ignorant about.
This is usually because of lack of formal
education and also because men in our
Maasai community are the ones to control

Education: Pursuing Diploma in Gender
and Development Studies

reproduction in the family.

I wish the opinions of young people would be

have improved for the younger generation

However, over the years, reproductive issues
since women and girls can access services

considered when decisions are being made

such as family planning.

about their lives. I also wish people from my
community, especially the women, would

The government of Kenya and the county

have their voices heard on issues that are

government have really tried in the area

important to them, as well as defending their
rights.

of reproductive health. They have provided

I am saddened by stories of young girls who

access to it without paying or at a cheaper

free family planning where women can have
price. The services are available in all local

have undergone Female Genital Mutilation

dispensaries and health centers even though

even though some have managed to escape

the centers themselves are few and far apart.

early marriages by going to a nearby rescue

My vision for the Maasai women and girls is

centers. Sometimes this rescue has resulted

to increase awareness and giving information

in reconciliations between the girls and their

about family planning and reproductive

parents and this is good.

health.
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I got into advocacy work due to challenges
our people and community are passing
through. Many of them were ignorant about
the dangers of FGM, child marriage and early
pregnancy which affected youths, especially
girls.
I was moved by the painful experiences of
small girls who got circumcised at a tender
age only to be told by their parents that
they were now women and should carry
themselves as women. The girls would soon

Silvia Sempeyo, 21

start engaging in sexual intercourse, getting
pregnant and ending up married barely in
their teens, without education or even any

EDUCATION: Diploma in purchasing
and supplies

life skills.
The saddest experience I ever come across
is where a teenage girl child had undergone
FGM and then she had to drop out of school
to be married because his father was claiming
dowry in the form of cattle. He said school
was a waste of time and money.
The girl was not only forcefully cut, but she
was forced to get married to an old man just
because of her father’s wish. Her own desires
were not considered at all. Though she

pleaded for help, she got no assistance from
anybody and had to accept her fate.
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The state of reproductive health in my

Just earlier this year, I facilitated and

community is not really good because most of

accompanied some members of NAYA to

women are circumcised and this often leads

have meetings with some community

to complications during childbirth. Many of

individuals to educate them about some of

them are also affected by many diseases

these reproductive health problems. We also

about which they won’t speak out.

discussed the effects and prevention of the
problems which are affecting their health as

Some of barriers that prevent girls and

women.

women from accessing reproductive health
services include health facilities being far

My vision for women and girls in the

from them therefore accessing them becomes

community is a society that has zero FGM,

hard because they incur expenses before

child marriage and early pregnancy. I want

reaching them. Also many of these young

the government, aid organizations and even

women have no peers to interact with and

religious bodies to work together to change

share their problems hence getting people to

the state of women and girls’ lives and health

assist them accordingly becomes hard.

in my community.

The government is really doing very minimal

I personally have a passion for educating and

work in eliminating these problems because

informing girls to resist and not go through

women need forums to be educated on these

FGM because it is a form of exploitation. I

issues. They also need health facilities which

need them to get life skills that will make

are nearer to them but the government is

them succeed in the future. Child marriage

not providing and the few which exist far

and FGM are both driven by gender inequality

away have no doctors that can really assist

where girls are less valued in the community

them on these issues and even advise them

therefore I need to educate them about their

accordingly.

worth in order for them to value themselves
and also to be valued by the community.
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the form of school dropouts due to early
marriages.
I am glad and grateful to be part of the
Network for Adolescent and Youth of Africa
(NAYA) through the Yes I Do Alliance (YIDA)
and they have equipped me with the skills
and resources I need to be a more effective
advocate. I am committed to educating

Simon Kasosi 28

the community with an aim to end the
retrogressive culture that is being practiced.

from Kajiado County, Kajiado West
Sub-County

One of our approaches is to promote

My community, the Maasai, has unique

both in the schools and to parents in the

challenges that often do not fit the

village. We aim to educate the entire

mainstream categories of SRHR. This is

community, bringing out clearly the effects

because most of the issues we have to deal

of FGM, teenage pregnancies and early

with are rooted in cultural practices that have

child marriages and associated maturation

been the norm for generations.

challenges.

For instance, teen pregnancy is the norm in

I am particularly keen on reaching the

my community, and that is because girls have

community elders with our information. We

traditionally been married off in their early

sensitize and create awareness amongst the

teens. This means that teen pregnancy is

youth through forums as well as through

not outside of wedlock but inside the second

the local chiefs. We also visit schools where

problem of early marriage.

we create peer educator groups that help in

Comprehensive Sexuality Education (CSE)

spreading CSE messages.
It is this complexity that drew me to become
a champion in the fight against Female

I am glad to see that our efforts are bearing

Genital Mutilation (FGM) because I realized

fruit, with the number of girls dropping out

this ritual is at the intersection of the other

of school and getting married dropping every

two problems.

year. We still have a long way to go, but I am
grateful that we are not where we started.

My local community, with the help of the
local government have been fighting the

I call upon the policy makers and all

retrogressive cultural practices. We have been

government agencies that are concerned with

teaching community members to see these

youth affairs to intervene through training

issues as health issues and not just a matter

and financial support as these will help in

of law. There are also severe social effects

ensuring our gains are not reversed in the

which have been felt in the community in
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long run.

The government has also not invested in
youth friendly health services in much of
Kajiado County. There is fear and stigma
associated with family planning, which
means that men don’t use condoms and the
women are not even aware of any available
options for them. Ignorance among young
people concerning sexuality education
also leads to increased risks of sexually
transmitted infections and teen pregnancy.

Evah Naisimoi
Moitallel, 25

Beside stigma and fear, some of the other
barriers to girls and women accessing
reproductive health services include
retrogressive cultural beliefs, and little or no

Youth Advocate
Education: Diploma in Community
Health at Catholic University

access to formal knowledge and education.
I am very grateful for the work many
nonprofits are doing by training and

I saw the need to get involved in advocacy

educating the youths to advocate for SRHR

work because of the harmful practices I saw

issues. Working with NAYA has not only made

going on in my community. These are Female

me a better youth advocate, but I am more

Genital Mutilation (FGM), teen pregnancies

effective in my work.

and child marriages.
Personally I have a group of girls whereby
In my life I have encountered many

I meet them every holidays and we discuss

experiences of young girls being forced

education and life issues. I clearly make them

to undergo FGM. Since the practice is

understand effects of this harmful practices

seen as an entry into womanhood, many

in the society.

young girls immediate begin engaging in
sexual relationships the result of which is

My vision for the Maasai people is a society

pregnancies and school dropout for girls.

free of FGM, early marriages and teen
pregnancy, and communities where women

The state of reproductive health and rights is

and girls empowered to make free and

still not good in my community, the Maasai.

informed decisions about their bodies and

This is especially the case for women and

their futures.

girls. Many people cannot access health
facilities because of distance and the women
also do not have the freedom to make the
decision even if they were willing.
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Solomon Koipanto
Teyiaa, 23

I am married to Monica Kileteto and we are
blessed with one daughter. I went to Oldorko
primary school and later Nkorkorri Boys High
School. In the year 2015 I joined Emayian
college where I studied software and computer
packages.
I came across the Network for Adolescent
and Youth of Africa (NAYA) in the year 2016
at a time when my passion for community
development and social works had led me to
engage in various community projects. My
community being the ‘hot-bed’ of reproductive
health malpractices, I fell in love with the
organization.
The saddest experience of child marriage I
have ever came across is a case in my village,
Imariani village in Mosiro ward, where a child
of 12 years was forced to marry a man aged
34 – that’s almost three times her age not to
mention that she was a child!
The child got married off and after a short
period she was pregnant! On the day of giving
birth, she was unable to pass out the baby due
to her young age and in the process the baby
passed away. The teenage girl only escaped
from the hungry jaws of death by a hair’s
breadth!
Nevertheless, she now lies in her bed
paralyzed because the experience damaged
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her body, even as the grisly machines at

The cultural factor is another retrogressive

Kenyatta National Hospital nearly rendered

tool that is preventing women and girls

her lifeless.

from accessing the services. Ignorance and
illiteracy have also played a key role in

I was also personally indirectly involved in

hindering women and girls.

an incident where my own sister was forced
to marry a man she did not love! I helped

The county government of Kajiado in

her escape but I had to undergo a lot of

collaboration with the National government

humiliation. I was chased away from home by

are fully concerned about this matter and

my father and he refused to pay my school

as policy makers they have passed laws

fees. I reported the case to the chief who

that prohibit FGM and teenage pregnancy.

settled the case. I am glad to say that as I

Last year, 2019, the governor and his deputy

type this script my sister is now employed by

launched an anti-FGM policy in Mosiro. They

the Teachers Service Commission.

are also putting efforts in the introduction
of health centers and some of them are

The state of reproductive health in my

undergoing construction.

community has improved from the past
alarming rates following the creation

I am personally trying my level best

of awareness by NAYA. Traditional birth

to educate women and girls on their

attendants have been trained on safety

reproductive health and rights. I have enrolled

measures when dealing with those giving

as a Community Health Volunteer and I help

birth. The youth also have been given a safe

the nurses in supplying medication and

space to practice reproductive health rights.

mobilizing community barazas (meetings).

In my community a lot of limitations have

My vision for women and girls in my

prevented women and girls from accessing

community is to see a community where

reproductive health services. The biggest of

rights of women and girls are observed

all is lack of health centers. We only have

properly. A community where a girl is given

one functioning facility which is a few dozen

education and a woman is given a chance for

kilometers away from a good number of the

leadership.

residents. The facility itself is under equipped
and has no modern equipment.
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THIS IS HER STORY
by Mamboleo

This is for all the human beings,
Not for the VIP or the MVP,
This is for you and me,
This is her Story,
Beautiful is the only word to describe her,
Dutiful her second name,
Retrogressive cultures are there to blame
Renders them lame, traditions hard to tame,
This is her Story.
Have you ever fought an abstract enemy?
You fight so hard but you lose finally,
You have the urge, and breathe energetically,
This is her story
Meet Naomi elegant and calling,
Ata class 6 she is simply stunning,
So strong exams passing and the ball kicking,
Chilly mornings are her company when school calls
Right answers when the teacher asks,
This is her Story,
Back home her mum dreams, back home her mum weeps,
She dreams of a queen leading queens,
She sees her daughter prosper and becomes a star
A doctor, a teacher or may be pastor….
This is her story
Naïve as she is, Naomi knows peace,
Not until her peace is torn into pieces,
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Inhuman best describes those men,
Brutality at its best, they fetch the bird from the nest
They pick nectar from the flower,
At that hour…
Her purity thrown into the bushes, her smooth face roughened into bruises,
Bright became dark, dreams became nightmares,
Her answers became questions and questions became answers,
Her happiness becomes doomed,
This is her story…
Dreams shuttered, ambitions slashed, intentions gagged, school dropped,
Sad and lamentful
Naomi Becomes pregnant lonely like a lost ant,
Her mother angry and blunt her father roaring and disgruntled,
They don’t want to see her nor listen to her words,
Which felt like pin scratches on their liver,
This is her story,
Lost and wandering,
This is one of the many stories,
That faces young girls in our countries
Teenage pregnancies are a menace on our faces
A hurdle to education and a pin to the ball of our economy
Rape is real and a mammoth challenge
Blocks dreams and a stumbling block to change,
This is her story
Today Naomi is the communal light,
After going back to school and showing her might
Her child is memory enough
Evident that wheat is different from chaff
Message for all to be tough
Message that going back to school is cool
This is their story
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